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To whom it may concern
Re Whitemark Gym
I am a GP on Flinders Island and wish to support the concept of a new gym facility in Whitemark.
The gym functions as a centre for rehabilitation for people with chronic disease , exercise classes,
individual use and social interaction.
Flinders Island has a higher than average percentage of older people. The present gym is well used
and I am aware of people who do not attend the group sessions due to the limited space. These
sessions are vitally important for keeping people healthy in their own homes through exercise and
the social interaction.
I have been aware of people wanting to run other classes at the gym but been unable to, due to lack
of floor space.
Exercise has many profound benefits to physical and emotional wellbeing and also facilitates social
interaction for those who are isolated which is a problem on this sparsely populated island.
A larger facility which has space for showers, classes and larger groups would be a huge asset and
help to maintain a healthy community.
Yours sincerely

Lynne Davies
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David Heap (Physiotherapist)
PO Box 91
Whitemark
Tasmania 7255
To Whom It May Concern Re: Whitemark Community Gym
I am writing to offer my strong support for the proposal to seek grant
opportunities and other streams of financial contribution for a new facility to
house the Whitemark Community Gym.
I am the local physiotherapist and have been involved in running programs at
the gym, working alongside the Flinders Council, Royal Flying Doctor Service,
Tazreach and the nearby Multipurpose Centre. My involvement has been to
promote general health and wellbeing, specific cardiac, pulmonary,
orthopaedic and spinal rehabilitation and chronic disease management. Over
the past 3+ years this service has made an enormous difference to our health
and wellbeing. Being a remote, rural location it has given us independence to
run these programs and also offers an early discharge from mainstream
hospitals to continue rehabilitation at home. Previously this could have
involved several months away off the Island.
We have made the current building work but we need a fit for purpose facility
to include basic infrastructure such as disabled toilets, showers and basic
heating and enough space to house the various equipment.
Please contact me if you require any further information for a more detailed
review of the programs on offer to the community.

Kind regards,
David Heap (Physiotherapist, Flinders Island)
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The gym has been apart of my life since it first opened. I enjoy being able to go at what ever time I
want as long as I have a willing buddy, but over the last few months the gym has become very
popular making it overcrowded at times and hard to use. My regular times have been 6-7 am I love
starting my day off with a gym session it puts me in a great frame of mind for the rest of the day and
I love the fact that I can get my workout in before work. However due to being such a popular place
there have been a few times when I have had to return home as there’s been up to 10 people there
making it impossible to get my workout done comfortably in such a small space. Routine is
everything when starting an exercise plan.
To have a larger area would mean more people could access the gym and be more comfortable
while working out.
Thanks, Mel Green
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To whom this may concern,
Firstly, I would like to thank the council and the gym committee for providing us
with such an amazing gym space and equipment.
I have been using the gym for many years on and off but have been more
consistent in the past year. I started using the gym originally to become fitter
and lose weight. I now use it not only for that but to help with my mental health.
I have a very busy lifestyle and that one hour I use to attend the gym is my
release time. The gym has benefited my life in so many ways.
I support the gym and I am very appreciative for the space but recognise the
need for a bigger space. Once upon a time it would just be my cousin and myself
using the gym each night. Now we are joined by lots more people. I have had to
leave the gym on many occasions as there were too many people in there using
the equipment and not enough space. I have also witnessed other members
leave for the same reasons. I have also witnessed people having to miss out on
equipment they require for their workouts due to having too many people in the
gym. In the past couple of months, it seems to be getting busier and busier. To
me health and well-being is the most important thing, and it would be amazing
to have a bigger space for more people to enjoy. The industry of health will only
continue to boom and with an aging community it is just so important to
promote and foster health and wellbeing. Seeing the gym grow in numbers is
amazing and this only emphasises the need for more space.
I would love to see a new gym space created so users have more of a choice of
equipment but also have more room to workout. I think it is wonderful how so
many people are using the space and feel we need to cater for this very
important and vital need.
Thanks,
Nicole Jones
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To whom it may concern,
I’m a regular Whitemark gym user, firstly I would like to thank the Council for supporting
the running of the facility and making it available to the Flinders Island community and
regular visitors.
I regularly attend exercise classes that are run by Kate Klug but also really love to use the
gym to lift heavier weights and use the equipment that I don’t have at home. It has been
a massive contributor to my fitness progress.
I would love to see the gym move to a bigger space as of recent times when there are
more than 4-5 people in the space there really isn’t enough space to do your own
workout. As a working mum there usually only particular times that I have available to
work out that suits my family and my other commitments. When I can’t workout due to
there being too many people(which is fantastic because it’s getting used) it’s frustrating
for me personally and means I may not get to work again for a couple of days.
I would also love to see some more kettle bells and smaller weights for the bar (like the
ones that Tanner Clarkson). I used them most visits to the gym (both on bars or hand
weight).
Thanks again for providing our community with facility to keep our bodies strong and
healthy.
Thanks
Megan Boyes
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To whom it may concern,
I am writing regarding the Whitemark gym. Whilst the current space is adequate, I feel a
larger floor space would be beneficial for a gym setup. I have at times arrived at the gym
only to leave due to too many people in the facility and no equipment available. In the
current space there is a built-in stage which is a manual handling nightmare for lifting heavy
bar weights and the setting up of weight machines, it also limits the use of an already small
space.
Like many other gym members, I use the facility 4 - 5 times a week and feel it is a great
addition to island for both residents and visitors. I feel it could be made better by being
larger to accommodate more equipment , storage, and people.
Kind regards
Jade Lowery
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To who it may concern
The Whitemark gym is an important part of Flinders Island and used by all ages, people’s
health, rehab and as well as people’s mental health is so important and even more so
during this time with COVID.
The gym is utilised at a greater capacity and there has been so many times I’ve had to go
back home due to being too many people there, the space is too small for numbers over
5 and I am overwhelmed myself how many people use the gym and it speaks volumes
that a gym is needed on Flinders Island.
I am getting so much benefit from the gym, keeping in shape as I’m getting older is
important to me but when you can’t utilise the gym due to high numbers it is very
frustrating.
A bigger gym is needed on Flinders Island and our health and mental health should be
number 1.
Regards
Julia Green
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To whom this may concern,
Last year I had health complications and had to undergo a
heart bypass surgery. My rehabilitation was made much easier
due to being able to access the Whitemark Community Gym. I
felt I was able to get back to work a lot quicker than I would
have been and the doctors were impressed with my recovery.
In my opinion, the gym is vital for the community, especially
for those people who require rehabilitation. Having the gym
means people can do the rehab on island and not fly out to
receive it.
Thanks,
Leigh Michell
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